
Your dream wedding in Trogir



Do you dream of a magical wedding in the old
Mediterranean city, full of amazing scents of

the sea, citrus fruits and Mediterranean herbs?
 
 
 

Welcome to Trogir, the city of masters, the city
that will leave you breathless with its beauty,

and turn your wedding into a day full of
unforgettable moments.



Magical locations in Trogir where

you can organize your wedding

Rector's palace

It is mentioned in the 13th century, but
restoration in the 19th century restored its

representative Renaissance appearance. The
courtyard of the Rector's Palace is the perfect

location for your special wedding.





St. Lawrence Cathedral

Cathedral of St. Lawrence  is the most famous
church in Trogir. The construction of the

Cathedral lasted for five centuries  and the
mixture of artistic styles can be seen on the bell

tower.



Step into your married life  by going through
the monumental Radovan's portal, the most

famous work of the Romanesque-Gothic style
in Croatia.





 Kamerlengo Fortress

The medieval fortress located on the seafront
is truly a romantic location for your fairy tale.



City loggia

Corinthian columns, painted ceiling,
masterpieces of famous masters Nikola

Firentinac and Ivan Meštrović. The ambience
in which your dearest memories will be

created.



Hotel Brown Beach House

Simply irresistible, with a beautiful ambience,
located right by the sea, the Brown Beach
House Hotel gives you luxury and perfect

romance.





Boat wedding

If you are a nature and sea lover and you enjoy
the sound of the waves and the fresh sea

breeze, a wedding on a boat is the right choice
for you.



Whether you want to organize a small
intimate wedding in nature or in the courtyard

of one of the medieval palaces or you are
imagining a big wedding with many guests, in

Trogir you have all the possibilities.
 

What you imagine our partners will put into
action, you don't even need to be precise in your

wishes, it is important that you have an idea
and you can leave everything in the hands of

experts.
 

WEDDING ORGANIZERS:
 

PROMESSI WEDDINGS & EVENTS CROATIA
+385 91 56 68 171 /info@promessi.com.hr

ivana@promessi.com.hr
 

WINDEA D.O.O.
+385 99 3762 621 / info@weddings-in-croatia.net

 
INDEKS ROOM D.O.O.

+385 97 754 51 86 / indeksroom@gmail.com



TOURIST BOARD TROGIR
Trg Ivana Pavla II/1, 21220 Trogir

tel: +385 21 885 628
email: info@visittrogir.hr


